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We keep praying that our illusions will fall away. God erodes them from many 
sides, hoping they will fall. But we often remain trapped in what we call 
normalcy--"the way things are."  … We have to allow ourselves to be drawn into 
sacred space, into liminality. All transformation takes place here.  
- Richard Rohr 

 
A poignant discussion in the Talmud teaches about the power of liminality, of the 
threshold between here and there. It feels fitting to look to the Talmud for a lesson on 
in-betweens. This compendium of rabbinic texts composed in the 4th century was 
written in the in-between-time of Jewish history - after the destruction of the Temple, the 
end of the time of sacrifices and high priests and blood ritual that had defined Judaism 
for centuries, but before Judaism as we now know it - full of prayer and Torah and ritual 
participation for all - was born. The Talmud records conversations held at this threshold. 
It is the study of Talmud that has held our people together through the many upheavals 
and transitions we’ve faced throughout the centuries. 
 
As all pieces of Talmud do, the text I speak of begins with a piece from the Mishnah, the 
first major redaction of Jewish oral law, published at the end of the 2nd century. The 
Mishnah is the base text from which Talmudic discussion arises. This particular piece of 
Mishnah   teaches:   Rabbi   Neḥunya   ben   Hakana   would   recite   a   brief   prayer   upon   his 
entrance into the beit midrash (or study hall) and upon his exit. His colleagues asked 
him: what reason is there for your prayer? The Rabbi replies: Upon my entrance, I pray 
that no mishap will transpire on my account in the study hall. And upon leaving, I give 
thanks   for   my   portion.   Rabbi   Neḥunya   ben   Hakana   prays   at   the   threshold   of   the   beit 
midrash; in his transition in and out of this space he pauses to set his intention for the 
work he is about to do, and to express gratitude for the work he has done. The Talmud 
then begins its discussion, adding in another text from the Mishnah, one which 
describes thoughts on prayer from another rabbi. It reads: Rabbi Eliezer says: “One 
whose prayer is fixed, his prayer is not one of supplication.”   1

 
Intrigued by this statement, the Talmud asks: What does it mean for prayer to be fixed? 

Four answers are given. Prayer is fixed if it...  
1) Feels like a burden  
2) Is said in a standardized recitation without emotion 
3) Is without spontaneous words and feeling,  
and, finally, if it  
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4) Is not done “im dimdumei chamah” with the reddening of the sun. 
 
Rabbi Eliezer’s answer “im dimdumei chamah” - this time of transition in the day at 
sunrise and sunset somehow links us back to the practice of Rabbi Nehunya ben 
Hakana - of praying at the doorway to the house of study. Both are points of transition. 
The first is an amorphous, gradual shift from day to night and night to day. It happens 
little by little until you are left in total darkness or blazing light. The second is quite 
literally the portal between one space and other. 
 
Thresholds, in-between places and in-between times, are auspicious. As the text points 
to, they are times of danger, when we fear we might lose our orientation. During liminal 
times we often can’t make heads or tails of what’s in front of us, the contrast between 
things is stark and our eyes haven’t yet adjusted. And yet, these times are also full of 
tremendous opportunity, potential and beauty. It is at these moments that the sun glows 
brilliantly, splattering its burning oranges, yellows and reds in streaky brilliance across 
the dark vast sky, in a way that will only occur once, painting the unique picture of this 
moment, which will never come again. 
 
Such times call us to pause, to notice, to supplicate. And what, we might ask, is this 
supplication? This word can feel foreign to our modern tongue. The dictionary defines 
supplication as “to ask or beg for something earnestly or humbly.”  Through the four 2

descriptions of “Fixed prayer,” our text offers a definition in the negative, what 
supplication is not. Stated positively, then, to supplicate is to slow down and take our 
time, to linger to discover what the moment has to offer, to pause to allow for new 
thoughts and insights to come to us; to open ourselves to new understandings and 
creations coming forth.  
 
Liminal time is, as my friend, writer Gila Lyons describes, “gauzy, floaty time.” Liminal 
time  occurs during  major changes in our lives - moving cities, becoming a parent, 
retiring - and it occurs in small, yet profound ways each day. Even in each moment, in 
ways we don’t even notice. Somewhere between exhale and inhale there is that liminal 
moment when all breath has left your body but the next breath has not yet come.  
 
I think back on moments of transition in my life. Turning from nine years old to ten, I 
would never be single digits again, a part of my childhood was being left behind. Going 
off to college and leaving my nuclear family to expand my definition of family, my 
understanding of self and my grasp of the broader world. The time between college and 
rabbinical school. So painful. So much falling away, friends moving away, career not yet 
clear. Trying to figure out how one lives as an adult in this world without the rubric of 
someone else's expectations to guide our choices, someone else’s standards to satisfy. 
So many seeds planted yet growth not yet above the surface. Uncomfortable in my own 
skin. Becoming a rabbi, determined to create a new kind of Jewish communal space, 

2  Merriam Webster Dictionary 
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yet having to sit with the notepads and excel sheets, the fragments of ideas, and wait, 
patiently for them to come together and look like the vision in my head. Giving birth, 
allowing new life to separate from my own body and make its way through me out into 
the world.  
 
In each of these cases, I longed for that time in-between to be over. I pleaded with God, 
please, release me from the gruelling discomfort of this no-man’s-land, this almost yet 
not quite place of will it be or won’t it. “No Man’s Land,” said poet Wilfred Owen, is “like 
the face of the moon, chaotic, crater-ridden, uninhabitable, awful, the abode of 
madness.”  Let me skip over this chaos to relief on the other side. I have always wanted 3

to rush through these moments, to get them over with as quickly as possible. Who 
doesn’t? 
 
Transitions are hard. To be in-between states. No longer who we once were, not yet 
who we are becoming. The dissonance can be disheartening. Things don’t match up 
right. The clothes we once wore no longer fit, no longer feel right, yet we have nothing 
else yet to wear. We can see, way off on the horizon, the self we are moving towards, 
but there is a winding road to travel in order to reach that place. And as we approach it, 
the horizon seems to just keep moving further into the future. It can feel as if we never 
arrive, we are always traveling, perpetually at a threshold between here and there.  
 
As Jews we know what it is to be in-between. Judaism is a religion of in-betweenness. 
We exist in this threshold place. The majority of our sacred text, the Torah, tells the 
story of our journey through the midbar, the wilderness space that is neither here nor 
there. As we shed the confines and chains of our past, we release our slave mindset, 
we break the bonds that have imprisoned our hearts and souls as we stumble and fall, 
flounder in circles, traipse and traverse the vast desert between Mitzrayim - Egypt - the 
Narrow place and the Merchav - Land of our Longing -  the wide open expanse, that 
place of abundance that drips with the sweetness of honey and flows with the milk of 
freedom.  
 
The Torah is read one parsha, or section, a week until we reach the end of the scroll, at 
which point we start our sacred story over again. Right now, at this very moment in our 
calendar, we are hanging at the precipice between the Torah’s final verses and it’s 
opening words, the beginning of the world. And yet, a few weeks still remain between us 
and Simchat Torah, the holiday in which we ceremoniously read the very last words of 
the scroll and, without taking a pause, read the very first words in the very same breath: 
Beresheit Bara Elohim (In the beginning…),.  Between now and then are numerous 4

holidays, each with their own special Torah readings. Our calendar seems to keep us 
perched between our journey’s final steps, and its very beginning when we start all over 
again.  

3  Lieutenant Wilfred Owen, in a letter to his mother, January 1917 
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We’ve already come to the end, but we are kept waiting. Why? 
 
The parshah we now linger on - V’zot Habracha, meaning “This is the blessing,” 
contains the last verses of the last parsha of the last book of the Torah. Here, Moses 
dwells at the doorstep to the Promised Land. At the threshold of the land, he finds 
himself standing at his own  final threshold, approaching his own death. After leading 
the people for forty years, as he reaches his destination, Moses is barred from entering 
the land. It is written in the Torah, “And the Lord said to him, This is the Land I swore to 
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob…. I have let you see it with your eyes, but you shall 
not cross over there.”  As the reader of these lines, my heart breaks, I want to turn 5

away, I can’t bear to dwell there with Moses.  
 
Traditionally this is understood as punishment. Moses is barred from the land for his 
anger problems/his disobedience/his impatience. As we read chapters earlier in the 
Book of Numbers,, after being instructed by God to speak to the rock in order for it to 
give forth its water, Moses insteads takes his rod and strikes the rock causing the flow 
to gush forth (Numbers 20:10-13). Sure, he disobeyed. But for this, he is barred? How 
could God be so cruel, after all that Moses has given, to deny him entry to the Land? 
Yet it is in this liminal time, at the edge of the land, at the edge of his life, that Moses 
receives what he has always been seeking - intimacy, connection, coming face to face 
with God. For, after telling him he will not enter the land, the very next words are, “וַָּיָ֨מת 
 and Moses the servant of God died there in - ”ָׁש֜ם   מֶׁש֧ה   עֶֶֽבד־ְיהָֹו֛ה   ְּבֶאֶ֥רץ   מֹוָא֖ב   ַעל־ִּפ֥י   ְיהֹוָֽה
the plains of Moab, by the lips of God. The breath by which God created humanity in the 
Garden of Eden, breathing the breath of life into Adam, God now takes from Moses in 
this final moment of intimacy, the kiss of death in which Moses’s breath is returned back 
to God. Never again, the text says, did a prophet arise among Israel who knew God 
“panim el panim” face to face.  6

 
So too it is for us. When we show up in the moment, at the times of transition in our 
lives, in a state of vulnerability and openness, we, like Moses, become present for 
relationship with the Divine. For this tender, raw, vulnerable place is God’s invitation in. 
In my own life, this is where I have found God. Standing in my apartment, against my 
bedroom window, looking out at the place I had lived in for years yet somehow no 
longer knew. Didn’t belong. There or anywhere. Or to anyone. A relationship ebbing 
away. Future distant, hanging in fog. Then came God. Calling to me to call out. 
Stumbling through the words of the ill-fitting prayer book, yet, something coming 
through. Prayer mediating my overwhelm; holding my discomfort of becoming. Allowing 
me to be with what was and to know that I was held. And from there, in the words of 
Goethe, “providence moved too.” My whole life spread out before me.  
 

5  Deuteronomy 34:4 
6  Deuteronomy 34:10 
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This is the reality of thresholds - the incredible loss and pain for what will never be 
opens the gates to intimacy with God. “There is nothing more whole than a broken 
heart,” wrote the Kotzker Rebbe. “There is a crack in everything,” writes the great poet 
Leonard Cohen, “that’s how the light gets in.”  We can never create that wholeness on 7

our own. It takes breaking open, breaking apart, coming undone to make space for God 
to enter our lives. 
 
What more powerful time to reflect on the challenges, the blessings, the gifts, of this 
space-between than Yom Kippur? Tonight we begin this unique holiday of liminality - 
situated between loss on the one hand and rebirth on the other. Yom Kippur connects 
us back to Tisha b’Av, our dark night of the soul seven weeks ago when we mourned 
the destruction of Temple - that structure that once kept us safe and connected and 
secure. And Yom Kippur casts our gaze forward to Sukkot, z’man simchateinu, literally 
the time of our joy when we - renewed, reborn, released - build a new structure, this 
time out of branches and leaves, autum breeze, cool indigo sky and sparkly stars. The 
quintessential mitzvah/command of Sukkot is leishev ba’sukkah - to sit within the 
sukkah. Staying with the fragility, the vulnerability and unknown of this liminal time of 
Yom Kippur is what will allow us, on Sukkot, to know - and to delight in - the liminality 
that is, ultimately, the wild beauty of our lives.  
 
And so, tonight, we begin.  
 
Here we stand together, between grief and joy; destruction and rebuilding. And, perhaps 
even more immediately, more viscerally, on Yom Kippur, we hang in the balance 
between life and death.  simulate a death-like state even as we breathe, sing, praise, 
regret, mourn, weep, soften and open our way through the intensity of the next 24 
hours.  
 
On this day, we are neither dead nor living. Through the poetry and prayers of Yom 
Kippur, our liturgy reminds us of the briefness of life; it reveals death’s angels awaiting 
us in the wings - whether our time will be today, tomorrow, or 50 years from now we 
can’t know. And yet, feeling the weight of what awaits us somehow opens us up to feel 
more alive, more awake, more connected to our heart’s yearning, to the pulsing force of 
life radiating through us than perhaps we ever have before. 
 
This season draws our attention to the current moments of liminality in our lives. And 
there has perhaps been no more important year in which to learn to live with grace in 
these threshold places. For we are also at a time of liminality in our world.  
 
Like the Holy Temple in Jerusalem centuries ago, a long-corrupt system that eventually 
began to fall apart, the systems that this country has been built on are also beginning to 
crumble before our eyes. Styles of leadership, forms of governance, economic systems. 

7  Anthem  
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No matter where we sit on the political spectrum, what status we hold in this country, we 
see - and we can feel - either directly or indirectly - that what has been is no longer 
working. And we do not - cannot yet - know what is next. There is tremendous loss and 
suffering. Can we bear it? Even as we work on the ground to make change, can we be 
with what is, in this messy, chaotic, painful time? Can we remain present and awake to 
allow what comes next to emerge? 
 
Yom Kippur invites us into the unbearable space between, to linger in the threshold and 
discern the gifts it has to offer. In this day, in our lives, in this world.  
 
According to Merriam Webster, a threshold is: 1) A point of entry, or beginning; 2) The 
magnitude or intensity that must be exceeded for a certain reaction, phenomenon, 
result, or condition to occur or be manifested. A threshold is the place we linger while 
the magnitude and intensity builds in order for what we seek to manifest. To prepare for 
tonight, I did some research on thresholds. I got deep into a couple of carpentry sites 
and pinterest boards, but eventually found what I was looking for: an answer to the 
question: why do we need thresholds? On one site, the reliable remodeler answered 
this in response to a customer’s question: Just about all front entry doors are designed 
to swing on hinges. When this door style opens, there must be a slight gap at the 
bottom to allow easy operation. Thresholds are designed to close that gap.  They are 8

the demarcation between inside and outside. We often don’t see them, they are easy to 
trip on. 
 
This is where we are together. We’ve had our final meal, the intensity has begun to 
build. This year, may we accept what Yom Kippur offers us: to dwell in the beautiful 
uncertainty of now, to stand between life and death awake and aware. And this place 
where we linger, this is where we may meet God panim el panim - face to face - as 
Moses did. The place where we may gain new insights into our lives, new 
understandings about our world, novel words of prayer and praise, as our rabbis of the 
Talmud did. Being in liminality requires staying with the dissonant discomfort, allowing 
ourselves to break open, and having faith that there is something waiting there to hold 
us on the other side. This is how we bring God into our lives and into our world. This is 
how the light gets in. 
 
May we reap the rewards this liminal place has to offer and may we come to call it 
home. 
 
 
 

8  (http://www.reliableremodeler.com/ask/does-entry-door-need-threshold/) 
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